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Abstract: The direct counterfactual quantum communication (DCQC) is a surprising 
phenomenon that quantum information can be transmitted without using any carriers of 
physical particles. The nested interferometers are promising devices for realizing DCQC as 
long as the number of interferometers goes to be infinity. Considering the inevitable loss or 
dissipation in practical experimental interferometers, we analyze the dependence of reliability 
on the number of interferometers, and show that the reliability of direct communication is being 
rapidly degraded with the large number of interferometers. Furthermore, we simulate and test 
this counterfactual deterministic communication protocol with a finite number of 
interferometers, and demonstrate the improvement of the reliability using dissipation 
compensation in interferometers. 
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1. Introduction 
Quantum communication has attracted more and more attentions due to its potential for 
providing absolute secret communications and high speed data processing. It uses quantum 
principles to encoding information in quantum states, usually know as photons, ensuring the 
information be transmitted in an absolutely secure way. As a kind of quantum communication 
for deterministic secure communication, the quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol of BB84 
was firstly proposed, it used single-photon polarization states to transmit the information and 
was provably secure, any attempt to intercept the information is likely to destroy the photon, 
and be found immediately [1]. And subsequently, a series of theoretical and experimental 
investigations were carried out on single-photon-based quantum information processing and 
secure communication [2–7]. The other QKD schemes were also investigated based on 
entangled photons, bright entangled beams and squeezed states [8–12]. 
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For more practical uses, the QKD protocol of SARG04 [13] and decoy state method [14] 
were presented with weak pulses, it needs the quantum key for preventing the photon number 
splitting (PNS) attack [15, 16] because of the probability of existing two or more photons in 
weak pulse. Very recently, the satellite-ground QKD with decoy-state method was investigated 
[17]. These prominent quantum communication systems have the common feature of 
employing actual physical signal for information transfer. Physical transportation of quantum 
information may not a viable solution for long-distance quantum communication [18] because 
the interaction of the quantum system with its environment changes the state of system, and 
also the transporting single photons may be lost while passing through the transmission 
channel, leading to the reduction of efficiency. Quantum secure direct communication (QSDC) 
protocol was therefore presented to avoid eavesdrop via communicating messages directly 
without encryption and decryption processes [19, 20], and experimentally demonstrated with 
single photons, entangled EPR pairs and quantum memory [21–23]. 

Based on the idea of interaction-free measurement (IFM) [24], the counterfactual QKDs 
were represented [25–27], it means that the distribution of a quantum key could be achieved 
even when the encoded particle did not traverse through the quantum channel. The security of 
this kind of counterfactual quantum communication (CQC) was analyzed [28], and the 
experimental demonstration of CQC was accomplished as a direct verification and testing of 
this protocol [27]. Furthermore, based on IFM and quantum Zeno effect [29–32], the direct 
counterfactual quantum communication (DCQC) in a nested Mach-Zehnder interferometers 
(MZIs) was proposed [33], and the feasibility was confirmed by the experimental study [34]. 
Very recently, the experiment in cold atoms showed the potential application of IFM and 
quantum Zeno effect for possible CQC in atom optics [35]. 

In order to achieve a full DCQC in the nested interferometer scheme [33], the number of 
interferometers is needed to be a value of infinity in the ideal limit, and the scheme is confined 
to a necessary condition that all operational processes are in the ideal case. However, for a 
practical interferometer device, the effect of the loss and dissipation caused by the optical 
components and transporting channels will lead to the degraded performance on system 
running. 

In this paper, we give the theoretical discussion about the effects of the loss or dissipation 
on the reliability and efficiency of the interferometer-based DCQC scheme, and present the 
optimum number selection of the interferometers for DCQC when the losses or dissipations are 
taken into account. We therefore present an experimental investigation of the reliability of 
direction communication in nested MZIs with finite M and N beam splitters, demonstrating the 
improvement of reliability using dissipation compensation. For the DCQC protocol, there is no 
overlap of the forward and the backward evolving wave functions when Bob blocks the 
transmission channel, as a result, Eve can get the message without being detected by performing 
weak measurement of the projection on the transmission channel. So that the protocol we 
simulated is a counterfactual deterministic communication scheme without the capability to 
detect eavesdropping. 

2. The interferometer-based direct communication scheme 
The nested MZIs are sketched in Fig. 1. M-1 big MZIs are connected in series, in which there 
are N-1 small MZIs connected in series. M and N are the number of the beam splitters (BSs) of 
the big MZIs and small MZIs. The beam splitters (blue rectangles) of BSM (in big MZIs) and 
BSN (in small MZIs) are specially designed with the reflectivity 2cos ( / 2 )MR Mπ=  and 

2cos ( / 2 )NR Nπ=  for special consideration of interaction-free effect, which means that the 
information in the transmission channel can be detected without any interaction. The HRM and 
HRN, shown in dark rectangles, are high reflection mirrors. The piezoelectric transducers 
(PZTs) on the mirrors of HRM and HRN are used to lock the phase difference of each of MZIs. 
The detectors D1, D2 and D3 are used to measure the output signals of the MZIs. The input state 
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represented by the annihilation operator ˆina , which is on the side of Alice, is incident into the 

first BSM while vacuum field represented by ˆva  is introduced at the other end of the first BSM. 
The blocks indicated by brown triangles can be turned on (logic 0) and off (logic 1), and are 
controlled by the Bob. Bob make the choice of logic 0 or 1, resulting in the input light to be 
detected at D1 or D2 due to the interferences of different MZIs. Therefore, based on high 
efficiency interaction-free measurement with quantum Zeno effect [36], the information 
communication can be completed under the operation of Alice and Bob with a stream of 
photons (or a coherent light [37]). 

The quality of this communication system can be described by the reliability 0η  (the 

probability ratio 1 2( ) / ( )P D P D ) and 1η  (the probability ratio 2 1( ) / ( )P D P D ) for the case 
of logic 0 and logic 1, respectively. 

1,2( )P D  is the probability of detecting the input photons or 

light at D1 or D2. Correspondingly, the higher the values of 0η  and 1η  are, the more reliable or 
efficient the communication system is. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the nested interferometers for direct communication. 

3. The consideration of loss or dissipation in nested interferometers 
In this complex experimental interferometer scheme, as shown in Fig. 1, the losses or 
dissipations in each path of interferometers are inevitable. Here you can simplify the paths as 
mail three parts: the path in the big MZIs below the BSM, the path in the small MZIs between 
the BSM and BSN, and the path in the small MZIs above the BSN. The losses or dissipations in 
these three paths are presented by 1δ , 2δ  and 3δ  respectively. Then we use the transfer-matrix 
method to describe the dissipation effect of the input state while passing through the big or 
small MZI, given by 

 

1 2

32

001 1 .
0 0 11

N ΝΝΜ
δ δ,

δδ

  − −  Γ = ⋅Γ =
   −−     (1) 

The effect of the phase shift in one path of each big MZI or small MZI is represented as 
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       (2) 

where ϕ  or φ  is the phase difference of each big MZI or small MZI. The two kinds of beam 
splitters (BSM, BSN) are expressed as 
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where cos( / 2 )mr Mπ=  and cos( / 2 )nr Nπ=  are the reflection amplitudes of the BSM and 

BSN respectively. Meanwhile, sin( / 2 )mt Mπ=  and sin( / 2 )nt Nπ=  are the transmission 
amplitudes of the BSM and BSN respectively. 

According to the matrix transformation relation (1,0)
2 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , )out out w

in va a T a a=T  between 

the input state (represented by the column vector ˆ ˆ( , )in va a T ) and the output state 2 1ˆ ˆ( , )out outa a T

, we can obtain the output probability at detectors of D1 and D2. The values of 1( )P D  and 

2( )P D  are proportional to the square of the matrix elements (1,0)
21

wT  and (1,0)
11

wT , (1,0)wT  
is the transformation matrix for the case of logic 0 or logic 1. 

 

Fig. 2. The output probability without loss or dissipation: (a) P(D1) at D1. (b) P(D2) at D2; The 
output probability with loss or dissipation: (c) P(D1) at D1. (d) P(D2) at D2. 

For the case of logic 0 with blocks tuning on, the system consists M-1 big interferometers 
in the chained structure. As a result, the transfer matrix of the system can be represented as 

 
(0) 1( ) ,

M M

w M
BS M M M BST T T W T−= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Γ ⋅  (4) 

Where the transfer matrix TM represents the effect of reflection of N BSN between two adjacent 
BSMs, which is given by 
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On the other hand, for the case of logic 1 with blocks tuning off, the system consists not 
only the M-1 big interferometers but also the N-1 small interferometers in the chained and 
nested structure, leading to the total transfer matrix in the form 

 
(1) 1( ) .

M M

w M
BS M D BST T W T−= ⋅ ⋅Γ ⋅  (6) 

According to the effect of outputs in the small MZIs after (N-1)th loop, the matrix DΓ  could 
be written as 

 

1

11

01 ,
0D innT
δ −

Γ =   
 

  
  

 (7) 

where 11
innT  is the matrix element of the inner transfer matrix for N-1 small MZIs, which can be 

calculated from the formula 

 
1( ) .

N N

inn N
BS N N BST T W T−= ⋅ ⋅Γ ⋅  (8) 

In Fig. 2, we plot the output probability at D1 and D2 for logic 0 when the phase of the 
interferometers is 0ϕ = . Figure 2(a) and 2(b) are the results for the ideal case without loss or 
dissipation, and Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) show the results when considering the loss or dissipation 
with the value of 4

1 2 1 3 210 , 0.9 , 0.9δ δ δ δ δ−= = = . For the case of logic 0, the output light 
of the chained interferometer is obtained at D1, while D2 detects few light, as seen from Fig. 
2(a). It is also shown that the output probability at D1 increases with the increase of N and M, 
and it approaches to 1 when N and M are larger enough. However, once the losses or 
dissipations are introduced in the interferometers, the output probability at D1 will decreases 
with the increase of N and M, especially with large M. Increasing M means the increasing the 
number of big interferometers (M-1), and then the loss or dissipation will accumulate, leading 
to the decrease of detecting probability due to the worse of interference visibility. 
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Fig. 3. The output probability with loss or dissipation for finite M and N. (a) and (b) P(D1) at D1 
and P(D2) at D2 for logic 0; (c) and (d) P(D1) at D1 and P(D2) at D2 for logic 1. 

Therefore, in practical interferometer-based direct communication scheme, we should make 
a choice of the finite numbers of M and N, as shown in Fig. 3 for , 10M N ≤ . It is shown that 
the relative high probability at D1 and a low probability at D2 for the case of logic 0 are obtained 
(seen in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)), and meanwhile, the relative low probability at D1 and a high 
probability at D2 for the case of logic 1 are also achieved (seen in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)), e.g. P(D1) 
= 74.6% and P(D2) = 1.4% for logic 0, while P(D1) = 14.1% and P(D2) = 42.2% for logic 1 
when M = 3, N = 8, it shows that the most part of light detected at D1 or D2 in Alice side 
corresponds to the Bob’s choice for logic 0 or 1, i.e. the communication could be established 
between Alice and Bob. To note that the blocks for building of logic 0 and 1 are placed in 
transmission channel, which is up the BSM and in the path of N small MZIs. Due to the small 
reflection of BSM ( 2cos ( / 2 )NR Nπ= with N = 8) and the phase locking of small MZIs with 

0φ = , very few portion of input light goes through the transmission channel path, and once a 
few light travels into the path in transmission channel, it will go out and be detected by D3 due 
to the instructive interference of MZIs, ensuring that no light be found in the transmission 
channel in the next small chained MZIs. 

Accordingly, we show the dependence of reliability 0 1 2( ) / ( )P D P Dη =  (for logic 0) 

and 1 2 1( ) / ( )P D P Dη =  (for logic 1) on the dissipation. Comparing the reliability for two 

cases of logic 0 and 1, 0η  (red line) is more sensitive to the dissipation as shown in Fig. 4(a), it 

decreases as the loss or dissipation increases. It should be noted that the reliability 1η  (black 
line) show slightly changes with the varies of dissipation, as seen in Fig. 4(b), proving indirectly 
that almost no light be transmitted in the transmission channel in small MZIs, and therefore any 
dissipation in MZIs do not affect the interference results in small MZIs, as a result, the 
reliability of 1η  shows less influence of the dissipation. 
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Fig. 4. The reliability as function of the dissipation 1 2 1 3 2( 0.9 , 0.9 )δ δ δ δ δ= =  for (a) 

logic 0 and (b) logic 1 with M = 3, N = 8. 

4. Optimization of experimental system by compensatory dissipation 
According to the numerical analysis above, we found that the inevitable loss or dissipation 
gives rise to the reduction of the reliability of communication, and it also limits the use of large 
number of interferometers (or beam splitters in MZIs) in the practical experiment. Therefore 
we design the experiment with M = 3 and N = 8, as shown in Fig. 5, and specially in this scheme, 
we use the dissipation compensatory optics in the bottom path of the big MZIs to improve the 
reliability. 

 

Fig. 5. The optimized experimental system of the direct communication 

The compensation optical elements including half-wave plate ( / 2λ ) and polarization 
beam splitter (PBS) in one arm of big MZIs can be controlled continuously, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5. A weak horizontal polarization coherent light with the wavelength of 852 nm is used as 
the input light. Considering the compensatory dissipation, the whole transformation matrix can 
be expressed as 

 
(0) 1( ) ,

M M

w M
C BS M M C BST T T W T−= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅Γ ⋅  (9) 

where CΓ  represents the compensatory dissipation effect of inner free-space between two 
adjacent BSMs, which can be expressed as 

 

1

2

01 ( ) ,
0 (1 )

c
C N

δ δ
δ

 − +
Γ =   − 

     (10) 

here cδ  is the compensatory dissipation of each compensation optical element. The practical 
transmissivity 2(1 )Nδ−  and the inherent dissipation 1δ  were measured to be 88% and 4%, 
respectively. MW  introduces the phase difference ϕ  of big MZIs via the HRM, and we adjust 
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the voltage at PZT via computer controlled system to get the instructive interference at D1, and 
meanwhile we get the destructive interference at D2. Then the optimized reliability 0η  can be 

obtained when we lock the phase difference of two big MZIs to be 2nϕ π= . 

Figure 6 shows the dependence of reliability 0η  on cδ  for M = 3 and N = 8, the blue solid 

line is the theoretical result, the red points show the experimental data 0η  with different cδ . 

The measured reliability is 0 12.9 0.08η = ±  without compensatory dissipation ( 0cδ = ) in 
this scheme. The tendency of improvements with dissipation compensation is obvious, and 
show agreement with the theoretical predication. The optimal improved value 

0 25.1 0.36η = ±  is obtained. When the bottom path on the big MZI has a definite dissipation 

( 1 0.355cδ δ+ = ), the value of the reliability 0η  will be infinity in theory for full 
communication process, however, in practical setup, the inevitable dissipation from the random 
variations of optics could not be fully compensated in experiment, as seen in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. The improved reliability 
0η  vs balanced dissipation cδ  

5. Summary 
We have numerically simulated the reliability of the counterfactual deterministic 
communication which the dissipation must be considered in an actual system. It comes to the 
conclusion that the inevitable loss or dissipation limits the number of MZIs and beam splitters, 
showing in principal that the communication scheme could be carried out with a finite number 
of imperfect interferometers, and the reliability can be improved with dissipation compensation. 
The transfer-matrix method is also applied in this system which has been used to discuss the 
reliability of information transmission. We have greatly improved the reliability of the protocol 
in experiment and proved the feasibility of our design concept. 
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